Grain Market Morning Comments:
June 21, 2021
Rain makes grain if you get it!
Some better rains over the weekend has parts of the Central Corn Belt in much better
shape and the weather forecast for next week look promising as well. The far west
and Dakotas are still struggling and their relief will be modest. The July forecast is
currently hot and dry so all current moisture is crucial. Reuters reports that China
was buying soybeans on the break last week purchasing 8 new crop soybeans
cargoes and there are rumors out there that the totals were more like 15 cargoes. We
have 8 trading sessions unit the acres report a week from Wednesday. We are
looking for 94 to 95 million acres of corn and 89 to 90 million acres of soybeans.
After we get those numbers we move to yield estimating. Said it before but it will be
a bouncy ride with opportunities along the way be ready.

Today’s Corn Outlook: Corn bounced back Friday adding 33.75 cents to finish the
week down 43.5 cents. Overnight December lost 18.5 cents on weekend rains and
better forecast for next week. Should still see some ebb and flow into the acreage
report next week. Watching last week's lows for first support this week.

Dec Corn Technicals : We have moved to December corn for technicals. Market is
short term bearish and the bulls need a close over 5.91.

Today’s Soybean Outlook: November soybeans bounced back 60 cents on Friday
but had a horrible week losing 1.25. The lower prices spurred Chinese buying as
they booked 336K MT of new crop soybeans and we expect a few more
announcements this week. Watching last week’s lows as well in soybeans for
support.

July Soybean Technicals: The soybeans turned short term negative and with
yesterday’s selloff and a close under 12.95 would be confirming. Bulls need a move
over 1438.

Exports: 336k MT of soybeans to China and another 120K to unknown buyers.
Weather: Major rains in IL and ECB with some parts of Iowa getting better
accumulations but Far WCB and N Plains still in dire shape.

Dollar Index: The dollar is trading 23 ticks lower this morning at 92.00.
Brazilian Real: The Real is trading 10 ticks higher this morning at 1950.

Additional Comments:
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5 Day Rainfall Accumulation Forecast
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Disclaimer

This material has been prepared by a sales or trading employee or agent of New Frontier Capital Markets, LLC and is, or is in the nature of, a
solicitation. This material is not a research report prepared by New Frontier Capital Markets, LLC. By accepting this communication, you agree that you
are an experienced user of the futures markets, capable of making independent trading decisions, and agree that you are not, and will not, rely solely on this
communication in making trading decisions.
DISTRIBUTION IN SOME JURISDICTIONS MAY BE PROHIBITED OR RESTRICTED BY LAW. PERSONS IN POSSESSION OF THIS
COMMUNICATION INDIRECTLY SHOULD INFORM THEMSELVES ABOUT AND OBSERVE ANY SUCH PROHIBITION OR RESTRICTIONS.
TO THE EXTENT THAT YOU HAVE RECEIVED THIS COMMUNICATION INDIRECTLY AND SOLICITATIONS ARE PROHIBITED IN YOUR
JURISDICTION WITHOUT REGISTRATION, THE MARKET COMMENTARY IN THIS COMMUNICATION SHOULD NOT BE CONSIDERED A
SOLICITATION.
The risk of loss in trading futures and/or options is substantial and each investor and/or trader must consider whether this is a suitable investment. Past
performance, whether actual or indicated by simulated historical tests of strategies, is not indicative of future results. Trading advice is based on
information taken from trades and statistical services and other sources that New Frontier Capital Markets, LLC believes are reliable. We do not guarantee
that such information is accurate or complete and it should not be relied upon as such. Trading advice reflects our good faith judgment at a specific time
and is subject to change without notice. There is no guarantee that the advice we give will result in profitable trades.

